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Abstract. This paper presentslibalf, a comprehensive, open-source library
for learning finite-state automata covering various well-known learning tech-
niques (such as, Angluin’sL∗, Biermann, andRPNI, as well as a novel learning
algorithm for NFA.libalf is highly flexible and allows for facilely interchang-
ing learning algorithms and combining domain-specific features in a plug-and-
play fashion. Its modular design and its implementation inC++ make it the ideal
platform for adding and engineering further, efficient learning algorithms for new
target models (e.g., Büchi automata).

1 Introduction

The common objective of all learning algorithms is to generalize knowledge gained
throughout a learning process. In such a process, the learning algorithm is confronted
with classified examples. They are utilized to derive some kind of hypothesis which
is able to classify new examples in conformance with the examples already seen. A
conventional way to distinguish learning algorithms is to group them intoonline and
offlinealgorithms. Online learning techniques are capable of actively asking queries to
some kind ofteacherwho is able to classify these queries. Offline algorithms, onthe
other hand, are passively provided with a set of classified examples from which they
have to build an apposite hypothesis.

In recent years, learning algorithms have become increasingly popular for various
application domains and have been successfully used in different fields of computer sci-
ence, reaching from robotics over pattern recognition (e.g., in bioinformatics) to natural
language recognition. Especially in the area of automatic verification, learning tech-
niques have proved their great usefulness. They were used for minimizing partially
specified systems [12], model checking blackbox systems [14, 8], and for improving
regular model checking [1, 20, 9]. To put it bluntly, automata learning is en vogue.

The need for a unifying framework collecting various types of learning techniques
is thus beyond all questions. In addition, it is desirable tohave possibilities of easily
exchanging or extending the implemented learning algorithms to compare assets and
drawbacks for certain user applications. For easing the potential users’ lives, a library
should provide additional features, such as means for statistical evaluation or loggers.
Unfortunately, existing learning frameworks only partly cover these requirements.

The main objective of this paper is to present a new library called theautomata
learning framework(libalf for short).libalf unifies different kinds of learning
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techniques into a single flexible, easy-to-extend, open source library with a clear and
easy-to-understand user interface. We would likelibalf to become a comprehensive
compendium of a large variety of learning techniques to which everybody has access in
a public domain fashion.

2 Related work

There is a large number of learning algorithms provided in the literature. Usually, the
most important and influential ones are implemented again and again by different re-
searchers. Many of these implementations arequick-and-dirtyapplications which are
only meant to be a proof-of-concept of the researcher’s theoretical work. Most often,
this unfortunately implies a lack of extensibility and comparability as the authors did
not have time to thoroughly bother for a clear, extensible design. We are only aware of
two learning libraries that aim for the objectives mentioned above.

TheLearnLib library [16, 15] is a package for learning deterministic finite-state
automata. It is available asC++ binary package or via aCORBA interface which con-
nects to a dedicated password-protected server located at the University of Dortmund.
TheLearnLib implements Angluin’sL∗ learning algorithm for inferring DFA and
some slight variants for deriving Mealy machines. So-called filterscan exploit domain-
specific properties and, thus, actively reduce the number ofqueries that a teacher is
asked during a learning phase. Moreover, statistical data acquisition can be employed
to evaluate the learning procedure. These features makeLearnLib a powerful tool if
a teacher is available and DFA are the target model of choice.

The Rich Automata Learning and Testing(RALT for short) library [18] has been
developed inJava yielding a platform independent solution for learning applications.
It also implementsL∗ and three relatives for inferring Mealy machines. In contrast to
LearnLib, however, it does not make use of any domain-specific optimizations nor
are we aware of any external applications usingRALT as learning library. Regrettably,
RALT seems not publicly available. In comparison to theLearnLib library the com-
prehensiveness ofRALT seems to be much lower.

Despite the positive features mentioned above what is clearly missing in both li-
braries is a way of extending existing learning algorithms or augmenting the libraries
with new learning algorithms (also for different kinds of target models). Moreover, there
are no implementations for learning nondeterministic automata [4]. As NFA can be ex-
ponentially more succinct than DFA they are very interesting for many applications.

3 A library for learning automata: libalf

Online algorithms Offline algorithms

Angluin’s L∗ [2] (two variants) Biermann [3]
NL∗ [4] RPNI [13]
Kearns / Vazirani [10] DeLeTe2 [6]

Table 1. Learning algorithms available in
libalf.

Thelibalf library is an actively developed,
stable, and extensively-tested library for learn-
ing finite state machines. It provides a wide
range of on- and offline algorithms for learn-
ing deterministic (DFA) and nondeterministic
finite automata (NFA): as of today, there are
seven algorithms implemented, cf. Table 1.
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The main aims oflibalf’s design are highflexibility andextensibility. Flexibility,
in this context, refers to the user’s needs of an easy-to-usebut powerful tool, which
lets the user concentrate on implementing her ideas withoutworrying about details of
the underlying learning algorithms.libalf realizes this twofold: On the one hand, it
supports to switch easily between learning algorithms and information sources (often
only by changing a single line of code), thus, allowing the user to experiment with
different learning techniques. On the other hand,libalf fits seamlessly into a huge
number of diverse environments as it is available for bothC++ and Java (using the
Java Native InterfaceJNI) and runs on all familiar operating systems (Windows, Linux
andMac OS X in 32- and 64-bit). In addition, the so-calleddispatcherimplements
a network-based client-server architecture, which allowsone to runlibalf not only
locally but also remotely, e.g., on a high performance machine.

In contrast, the goal of extensibility is to provide easy means to augment the library.
This is mainly achieved bylibalf’s easy-to-extend design and distributinglibalf
freely as open source code.1

Finally, libalf provides many additional features such as the ability to change
the alphabet size during the learning process, extensive logging facilities, domain-based
optimizations via so-callednormalizersandfilters, GraphViz visualization, etc. A com-
parison of the most important learning libraries tolibalf is given in Table 2.

libalf LearnLib RALT

Algorithms online/offline online online
currently seven one (L∗) one (L∗)

Hypotheses DFA, NFA, Mealy, etc. DFA, Mealy DFA, Mealy
Open source yes no n/a
Availability C++, Java (JNI) C++ Java

source code, binary, distribution packages,
dispatcher

via Internet connection only
(e.g., viaCORBA)

n/a

Specifics filters, normalizers, statistics, visualization filters, statistics, visualization visualization

Table 2. Overview over the most important learning libraries in comparison tolibalf.

Implementation details. libalf consists of aC++ library and is complemented by
multiple other components: the java interface (JNI and dispatcher),liblangen (a
library to generate random regular languages) andAMoRE++ (aC++ automata library).
All components are available as source-code. The purelibalf library consists of ap-
proximately 7.300 source lines of code (SLoC). Including all additional components, it
comprises 20.000 SLoC.

Fig. 1. libalf’s modular design allowing
for easy composition of learning algorithms,
knowledgebases (KB), filters, and normalizers

libalf’s main components are the
learning algorithms and the so-called
knowledgebase. Theknowledgebaseis an
efficient storage for language informa-
tion and collects queries and classifica-
tions thereof. Using an external storage
has the advantage of being independent of
the choice of the learning algorithm. This
makes easy interchange of learning algo-

1 libalf is available onhttp://libalf.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/.
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rithms on basis of the same knowledge possible (cf. Figure 1). A knowledgebase can
be associated with a number offilters, which make use of domain-specific knowledge
to reduce the number of queries to the teacher. Such filters can be composed by logical
connectors (and, or, not). In contrast,normalizersare able to recognize words equiva-
lent in a domain-specific sense to reduce the amount of knowledge that has to be stored.
A logger is an adjustable logging facility that an algorithm can write to, to ease appli-
cation debugging and development.

Figure 1 summarizes the modularity of our approach. Different learning algorithms
can access one and the same knowledgebase, filters can be associated to knowledge-
bases, and normalizers and loggers can be added to learning algorithms. Additional
learning algorithms can easily be added. To this end, no knowledge about the libraries
implementation is required, as well-defined interfaces forall submodules are provided.

libalf from a user perspective. The typical workflow of employing alibalf
learning algorithm is simple. First, we need to provide a teacher (for online algorithms)
or a sample set (in an offline setting). Then, we create a knowledgebase, a logger, and
an algorithm and associate them. For online-algorithms, weproceed as follows: 1) Let
the algorithm advance (i.e., search for a hypothesis or ask membership queries). 2) If
no hypothesis is available answer all queries in knowledgebase and goto 1). 3) If a
hypothesis is available but wrong, provide a counterexample and goto 1). For offline al-
gorithms the task is easier: Store all available knowledge in knowledgebase and request
the algorithm to advance yielding a hypothesis in conformance with the initial input.

This modus operandi does not depend on whether the library isused directly from
C++, viaJNI or via network (dispatcher). The Java interface is even designed to seam-
lessly switch betweenJNI and dispatcher.

libalf in use. Our learning librarylibalf is currently used and extended for in-
ferring CFMs from MSC specifications [5], for learning attractor sets in regular games
(D. Neider, RWTH Aachen), and in the setting of probabilistic systems (M. Kwiatkow-
ska, Oxford University). Moreover, there are requests for usinglibalf for searching
through source code to find similar code fragments, so-called clones, (E. Jürgen, TU
Munich) and for learning black box systems from log files.

Future work. For future work, we plan to augmentlibalf with additional learning
algorithms, e.g., [17] or [19]. Another aim is to integrate learning techniques for other
important language classes, e.g., transducers [21], Büchi automata [11, 7] etc., and to
broaden the scope to the area of probably approximately correct (PAC) learning, e.g.
[10]. Another ongoing work puts different learning algorithms in comparison. In this
project, we compare different online and offline learning algorithms and evaluate their
average time complexity. The results obtained so far look very promising.

4 Conclusion
libalf is a new, unifying, broadly-scoped, and open-source learning library, which is
easy to use and extend. It gathers several on- and offline learning techniques. The main
features of our library and other approaches described previously are summarized in
Table 2.
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